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Molecular Sieve Drying
in Ethanol Production
Molecular Sieve Drying of Ethanol
Vacuum Purge
Recovery System
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200 Proof
Product

R-Series & FINETROL® Rotary
Control Valve with
QUADRA-POWR® and Positioner

The Process
After exiting the ethanol distillation process, the
ethanol mixture is 95% alcohol and 5% water. The
water has to be removed for the ethanol to be a
viable product. This is achieved on the molecular
level in the molecular sieve drying process. Here,
190-proof ethanol vapor passes through one vessel
where water is absorbed and retained by the sieve
material. A second vessel is attached to a vacuum
system where the combination of low pressure and
purge gas strips off the absorbed water. The purged
gas goes back to the distillation system while the
now 200-proof ethanol is condensed and stored.

Valve Requirements
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Metso Solution
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WAFER-SPHERE®
High-Performance Butterfly Valves
These valves combine a special off-center
disc with proprietary seat design and
revolutionary XTREME sealing technology
for the tightest-sealing, longest-lasting,
lowest-cost alternative to gate valves and
other heavy, rotary-type valves. They
provide positive shaft retention and tight
shut-off even in control applications.
Inherent flow characteristic is modified
to an equal percentage. New XTREME seats
provide longer life, expanded rangeability,
performance boundaries and greater value.
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Tight shut-off and stem emission control is critical
in the molecular sieve. Leakage is not acceptable.
Control valves must provide precise modulation
of fluids for optimal processing. Occasionally, the
process requires tight, bi-directional shut-off to
prevent process disturbances. To achieve this, two
valves are frequently used: a modulating valve
and a blocking valve for tight shut-off. A special
high-performance butterfly soft-seated control

valve designed specifically to provide tight
shut-off is another option.
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R-Series & FINETROL Rotary
Control Valves
These economical, high-performance
control valves are designed to provide wider
rangeability and control accuracy of linear
valves with the inherent benefits of a rotary
control valve. Standard units come with
spring-diaphragm actuators and ND9000
intelligent valve controllers for precise flow
control and extended operational life.
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Series VPVL Actuators
Popular at many stages in the ethanol
process, the VPVL double-opposed piston
actuators feature many benefits including
high cycle life, rugged construction,
compact symmetrical design, and low cost.
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ND9000 Digital Valve Controller
Designed to operate on virtually any valve
actuator it ensures the highest possible end
product quality in all operation conditions
with unique diagnostics and incomparable
accuracy. In addition to the general purpose
unit, the ND9000 is available in a flame proof
enclosure for use in hazardous areas. The
flame proof version of the ND9000 is available
with a variety of industry standardized
certifications and approvals. These approvals
meet a wide variety of hazardous area
requirements. For complete application
details and hazardous area classifications,
refer to the ND9000 product bulletin.
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NE700 & NP700 Positioners
The NP700 pneumatic and NE700 electro
pneumatic positioner can be used with either
piston or diaphragm actuators to provide
excellent repeatability and accuracy. They
offer rugged construction with few parts. A

small moving mass and rigid mounting to
either a rotary or linear control valve provide
excellent vibration resistance. Multiple pilot
valve sizes are used to match positioner
capacity to actuator stroke volume for
improved responsiveness.
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Quadra-Powr Actuators
T he Quadra-Powr X spring-diaphragm
actuator is a unique solution that provides
exceptionally smooth and reliable actuation
for 90° rotary valves. It combines the low
air pressure requirements of a diaphragm
actuator with the high pressure capacity of
a piston actuator. The result is a smoother,
more accurate operation.

Series 3A/3C Ball Valves
A 3-piece threaded or socket-weld body design
can be used up to the full body rating of 1000
psi (69 bars). Seat material options mean it can
handle the most common fluids up to full body
rating. Extremely versatile valves, they are used in
various places along the line in all of the ethanol
production processes.
StoneL® QUARTZ® Switches
This advanced automation system combines
Metso’s actuator experience with StoneL advanced
communication and control system technology
to form a totally compact, integrated automation
package. It dramatically simplifies and reduces
the cost of automation rotary on/off valves by
eliminating the need to engineer and procure a
range of accessories that would otherwise have to
be obtained separately.

The information provided in this bulletin is advisory in nature, and is intended as a guideline
only. For specific circumstances and more detailed information, please consult with Metso.
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